The easy way to prepare RIA samples

The LKB Ultrolab® Sample Processor can be programmed to do the processing of your RIA samples at a fast rate, in batches of 100.

The LKB sample processor will transfer single or double samples to test tubes at the rate of 400 tubes an hour. And it will add up to 3 reagents at the rate of 800 an hour. The prepared sample is then given a thorough mixing by rapid rotation. The actual throughput is 100 samples in 15 minutes.

Suspensions of Sephadex and dextran-coated charcoal may be used to separate the bound antigens from the free antigens. As it is being dispensed, the suspension is agitated to prevent it from settling. And for the final measurements of radioactivity the samples can be transferred to the renowned LKB-Wallac automatic Gamma and Liquid Scintillation counters.

Remember, LKB can provide the complete system for RIA—from sample preparation right through to a digital printout of results. And specific samples such as standards can be positively identified in the printout.

LKB Instruments Inc.
12221 Parklawn Drive, Rockville MD 20852
11744 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles Calif. 90025
6000 West Irving Park Road, Chicago Ill. 60634
260 North Broadway, Hicksville N.Y. 11801
What would you do with a Statistics and Number-Crunching Computer that starts at $7,100*, has 16K Hardwired Basic Language and 28 Major Peripherals?

The new Wang System 2200 is a System. It gives you the raw power and the peripherals you must have for a wide range of problem solving. For under $7,200 you get a CPU with 16K bytes of BASIC language instructions hardwired into the electronics... plus a 4K operating memory. You also get a big 46 lines (of 64 characters each) CRT display, a console magnetic tape drive and your choice of either alpha or BASIC keyboard.

Some Words About Language: The hardwired MOS ROM language in your System 2200 finally ends your dollar trade-offs... economy systems that are costly to program or very expensive systems that are relatively easy to program. Many, if not most, of your people already know BASIC. They'll be solving problems the day your system is delivered (and, we can deliver in about two weeks). Most of your budget will go into problem solving, not system support.

Try To Out-Grow It: Main memory is field expandable in 4K increments (at $1,500 per 4K). Up to 32K. You can choose from three kinds (and 7 price ranges) of printers... one even has a stepping motor for very precise 4-quadrant incremental plotting. Speaking of plots, we have a new, very large flatbed (31" x 42") for only $7,500 or a smaller one if you plot small. Both print alphanumerics and plot under full program control. Been appalled lately by disk prices? Starting at just $4,000, we offer you our new "floppy" disk in single, double and triple disk configurations (25, .50 and .75 MB's). For big disk power, you can have 1, 2 or 5 megabyte fixed/removable disk systems. All peripherals, including punched or mark sense hopper card readers, paper tape readers and on-line BCD or ASCII controllers are easily added-on in the field so your System 2200 will grow with your needs.

The Wise Terminal: If you are now or may soon be getting into terminals, we have several new products that will instantly upgrade your System 2200 for telecommunications with any other System 2200 or a mainframe computer. And, you still have a powerful stand-alone system. Another approach, of course, is to justify it as a powerful terminal and get a "free" stand-alone computer. Wise?

We Do A Lot For You: System 2200 is backed by over 250 factory-trained Wang Service Technicians in 105 U.S. cities. Naturally, we guarantee or warranty everything you buy from us. If you want, there are free programming/operating schools here in Tewksbury, Massachusetts, almost every week. We have a growing program library on a wide range of statistics and math/science applications. Our user group (with the unlikely name of "SWAP") could help you cut programming costs even further. We do a lot for you.

Even if you call the Wang System 2200 a small system... you have to admit it's a big idea.

☐ Please send literature
☐ Please have your representative phone me:

Name __________________________________ Title _________________________________

Company _________________________________________________________________

Address _________________________________________________________________

City ___________________________________________ State ______________ Zip _____

Wang Laboratories, Inc., 836 North St., Tewksbury, Ma. 01876, Tel. (617) 851-4111

* All prices U.S. List. If you’re the entrepreneur type, we’ve just announced a new 7-module Basic Accounting System software package for the business end of your business like payroll, invoicing, inventory, receivables and some really fancy management reports.
Science and Man in the Americas
Audiotapes

For two weeks last summer (June 20-July 4, 1973) a significant international scientific meeting took place in Mexico City. "Science and Man in the Americas" was attended by more than 5000 scientists, engineers, government officials, representatives of business and industry, science journalists, students, educators and laymen from scores of countries. They deliberated a wide range of topics central to the future development and well-being of the Western hemisphere. The meeting, co-sponsored by AAAS and the Consejo Nacional de Ciencia y Tecnologia of Mexico, was created in the belief that science is of overriding importance in the world today and that, being universal, it transcends national boundaries. Here now, captured on audiotape, are many of the most compelling sessions, available for listening, study, and reflection in your home, library, laboratory, automobile. Another service of the AAAS. (Simultaneous translations accompany portions of symposia where necessary.)

148M-73
NON-NUCLEAR ENERGY FOR DEVELOPMENT: Arranged by Edmund de Alba and J. Frederick Weinhold.
Session VI ☐  Relationship Between Environmental Protection and Energy: Juan Eibenschutz, Miguel Angel Garcia Lara, et al.

149M-73
EARTHQUAKE AND EARTHQUAKE ENGINEERING: Arranged by Don Toccher and Enrique del Valle C.
Session II ☐  Seismicity: Alan Davenport, Luis Esteva, Donald E. Hudson, William Milne, and Jose Grases.
Session III ☐  Earthquake Engineering: Julio Kuroiwa, Joseph Penzien, Jorge Prince, Patrico Ruiz, Roberto Melli, et al.

151M-73
CIVILIZATION’S FUTURE: WAS MALTHUS CORRECT?
Session I ☐  Lecture by Norman E. Borlaug

152M-73
THE SEA AND ITS RESOURCES: Arranged by Agustin Ayala-Castañares, and Arthur E. Maxwell
Session I ☐  Introduction, Coastal Zone Resources, Ocean Effects and their Management: Harris B. Stewart, Jr., Bostwick H. Ketchum, and Julian Adem.
Session II ☐  Resources of the Sea: Robert R. Lankford, Martha Vannucci, and Warren S. Wooster.

153M-73
THE IMPORTANCE OF EDUCATION IN DEVELOPMENT: Arranged by Albert V. Baez and Guillermo Massieu.
Session I ☐  Educational Technology: Alfonso Ocampo Londoño, Albert V. Baez, Sam Castleberry, Joseph Lagowski, et al.
Session II ☐  Laboratory Materials and Teaching Aids: Nahum Joel, Ernst Hamburger, Rafael Ferreyra, Thomas Taylor, David Lockard, et al.
Session III ☐  Motivation and Learning Processes: David Ehrenfreund, Mary Budd Rowe, Felix Morales, Claudio Dib, et al.
Session VI ☐  The Improvement of Teachers Education: Ernst Hamburger, Nahum Joel, Carlos Gomez, Olac Fuentes, Luis S. Capurro, et al.

154M-73
DESERTS AND ARIDS LANDS: Arranged by Harold E. Dregne and Fernando Medellin Leal.
Session I ☐  Planning Problems and Dilemmas in the Development of Arid Zones: Fernando Medellin Leal, Enrique Beltran, and Thomas Maddock, Jr.
Session V ☐  Storage and Retrieval of Arid Zone Data: Dean F. Peterson, Antonio J. Prego, Patricia Payloire, Guadalupe Carrion, et al.
157M-73
SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, AND DEVELOPMENT: A NEW WORLD OUTLOOK:

Session I □ A lecture by Glenn T. Seaborg.

159M-73
THE EARTH SCIENCES IN WORLD DEVELOPMENT: Arranged by Guillermo P. Salas and Earl Ingerson.


Session II □ Geologic Research, Exploration and Development in Mexico, Central and South America: Diego A. Cordoba M., Carlos Ruiz Fuller, and Enrique Levy.


Session IV □ Interrelations of the Sciences in the Solution of Socio-Economic Problems: Guillermo P. Salas, Earl Ingerson, Charles F. Park, et al.

160M-73
SCIENCE, DEVELOPMENT AND HUMAN VALUES: Arranged by Harrison Brown and Victor L. Urquidi.


Session II □ Knowledge and Development in Latin America: Renee C. Fox, Carlos A. Mallman, Richard Griego, and Luis Villoro.

Session III □ Research Priorities for Economic Development in Latin America: Jose Valenzuela, David Ibarra, and Norman Borlaug.

Session IV □ The Value of Science and Technology to Human Welfare: Luis Manuel Penalver, Gerhard Jacob, George Bugliarello, Joseph B. Platt, et al.


161M-73
VIOLENCE AND BEHAVIOR: Arranged by Santiago Genovés and J. P. Scott.


162M-73


163M-73
TRANSFER OF TECHNOLOGY AND NATIONAL ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT: Arranged by Jordan J. Baruch and Miguel S. Wionczek.


Session II □ Social Impact of Current Rate of Technological Change: Miguel S. Wionczek, Jerome Rotherberg, C. J. Meechan, Emundro Fuenzalida, et al.

Session III □ Current Vehicles of Technological Trade I: C. J. Meechan, Robert B. Staubaugh, Ronald Mulley, K. D. N. Singh, et al.

Session IV □ Current Vehicles of Technological Trade II: Mark S. Massel, Luis Soto Krebs, Enrique Aguilar, Luis Figueria Barbosa, et al.


Session VI □ Determinants of Technological Policy II: Maximo Halty Carrere, Carlos Bzdresch, Jorge Sabato, Michael Michaelis, et al.

164M-73


165M-73
PSYCHODYSLLEPTS AND ADDICTION—MARIHUANA: Arranged by Wallace L. Guess and Oscar Dominguez Vargas.


167M-73
EDUCATIONAL PLANNING: Arranged by Don Adams and Manuel Bravo Jiménez.

Session I □ Quantitative Aspects of Educational Planning: Juan Chong, Cicity Watson, Jose Antonio Carranza, Hector Correa, et al.

Session II □ Implementing Educational Change: Guy Benveniste, Jaime Castrejon Diez, Paul Watson, Antonio Ramos, et al.

Available as 5-in. open reels (3¼ in. per sec. for standard machines) or as cassettes. Price: single-session symposium, $19.95; multisessions, $19.95 first session, $16.95 each additional session of same symposium. Each session lasts one to three hours.

Money order or check payable to AAAS—No Cash. Allow 3 to 4 weeks for delivery.

Please Check: Reel □ Cassette
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Symposium No. Session Nos. □
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Street □
City □
State □ Zip □
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AMERICAN ASSOCIATION for the ADVANCEMENT of SCIENCE
1515 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20005
Why reinvent the wheel when your technical staff has better things to do?

Like solving problems that haven't been solved by others. Like using the knowledge and work of others as a springboard for new products.

For a few dollars, Lockheed's Dialog retrieval system helps place the accumulated knowledge and information of thousands of the world's best technical brains at your fingertips. INSPEC (Science Abstracts) alone has 700,000 abstracts covering electronics, electrical engineering, physics and computers. And it's only one of Dialog's data bases. Others include NTIS, U.S. Government Reports Announcements: COMPENDEX (Engineering Index); and Chemical Market Abstracts. A typical search costs as little as $10, and takes only three or four minutes.

Dialog is easy to use. It only takes a terminal and a telephone. And it only takes a letter or a phone call to get more information. Contact Barbara Ellis, (415) 493-4411, Ext. 45635, Dept. 15-50, Bldg. 201, 3251 Hanover St., Palo Alto, Ca. 94304. In Washington, D.C., phone R. Caputo, (202) 872-5971; in New York, R. Donati, (212) 682-4630.

LOCKHEED INFORMATION SYSTEMS

"insulation from our baser selves" (1). Apparently pregnant women need no such insulation.

Where does the ethical stop and the amoral begin? Genetic screening may not lead to genocide, but there are some people who would use it for that purpose. Abortion may not necessarily lead to infanticide, but there are some who would suggest that infanticide is all right. We definitely do need checks on our behavior. As it stands right now, though, it is doubtful that the law of the United States as embodied in the Constitution provides the checks we need to guard against taking human life.

PEGGY J. KEHOLZ
208 Jordon Street,
Jefferson City, Missouri 65101

References

Human Rights

I recently returned from the annual conference of the American Society for Engineering Education that was held at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute (RPI). For some reason, I recalled the story about an Iroquois Indian by the name of Donehogawa (anglicized as Ely Samuel Taylor) that had been recounted in Dee Brown's Bury My Heart at Wounded Knee (1). He was not permitted to enter law practice in the state of New York because he was not a white male citizen. He made careful inquiries as to which of the white man's professions or trades an Indian could be admitted, entered RPI, and was graduated as a civil engineer. He worked on the Erie Canal, served as an engineer in the Union Army (because of his excellent penmanship, Grant asked him to write out the terms of surrender at Appomattox), and he later was the first Indian to serve as Commissioner of Indian Affairs.

In this day when we are reminded constantly of the need for affirmative action, we can take pride in the engineering profession and RPI for their early recognition of human resources and rights.

HAROLD N. WIREN
University of Washington Libraries,
Seattle 98195
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Research for the World Food Crisis

...there is no equivalent collection of the separate contributions of plant science, animal science, soil science, and agricultural engineering to the phenomenal increases in post-World War II agricultural productivity."—American Scientist, January-February 1972, p. 91.

Edited by Daniel G. Aldrich, Jr. 320 pages. 25 illustrations. 31 tables. Index. Retail price: $12.50. AAAS member price when payment is sent with order: $10. ISBN 087168-092-0.

Arid Lands in Transition

Scientists from 14 countries assess the changing conditions, the potential for development and possible solutions to problems of development of arid regions in 15 countries around the world.

Edited by Harold E. Dregne. 524 pages. 120 illustrations, 5 maps. Index. Retail price: $15.75. AAAS member price when payment is sent with order: $13.50. ISBN 087168-090-4.
Skepticism

Skepticism is a stock trade of science. Thus, the promise of the green revolution is weighed against its actual costs . . . the potential of geothermal energy is squared against problems, environmental and political . . . confident 20th-century conceptions of prehistory are critically examined . . . our understanding of natural phenomena — volcanoes, earthquakes, hurricanes — is questioned. This third volume of Speaking of Science offers a wide ranging sampling of skepticisms — from population policy to views of man’s violent behavior. Knowledgeable people take a sharp-eyed look at twelve different problems involving science and technology. An insight is gained into current attitudes toward some familiar problems . . . and a few new ones.

Speaking of Science III is an audio-cassette product of AAAS. There are 12 conversations on six one hour cassettes packaged in an attractive album and accompanied by a booklet with background for each conversation. Price per album is $34.95 to AAAS members; $39.95 to non members (plus postage and handling).